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Background: The standard treatment for locally advanced unresectable squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the oesophagus is

chemoradiation with cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil (CF-RT). This multicentre phase II trial assessed the safety and efficacy of

chemoselection with docetaxel plus cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil (DCF) induction chemotherapy (ICT) and subsequent conversion

surgery (CS) for initially unresectable locally advanced SCC of the oesophagus.

Methods: Patients with clinical T4 and/or unresectable supraclavicular lymph node metastasis were eligible. Treatment started

with three cycles of DCF-ICT, followed by CS if resectable, or by CF-RT if unresectable. The resectability was re-evaluated at

30–40Gy of CF-RT, followed by CS if resectable, or by completion of 60Gy of CF-RT. If resectable after CF-RT, CS was performed.

The primary end point was 1-year overall survival (OS).

Results: From April 2013 to July 2014, 48 patients were enrolled. CS was performed in 41.7% (n¼ 20), including DCF-CS

(n¼ 18), DCF-CF-RT40Gy-CS (n¼ 1), and DCF-CF-RT60Gy-CS (n¼ 1). R0 resection was confirmed in 19 patients (39.6%). Grade

X3 postoperative complications included one event each of recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy, lung infection, wound infection,

pulmonary fistula, and dysphagia; but no serious postoperative complications were observed in patients undergoing CS.

Clinical complete response after CF-RT was confirmed in 4 patients (8.3%). The estimated 1-year OS was 67.9% and lower limit

of 80% confidence interval was 59.7%. There was one treatment-related death in patient receiving DCF-CF-RT60Gy.

Conclusions: Chemoselection with DCF-ICT followed by CS as a multidisciplinary treatment strategy showed promising signs of

tolerability and efficacy in patients with locally advanced unresectable SCC of the oesophagus.

Standard therapy for locally advanced but resectable squamous cell
carcinoma (SCC) of the oesophagus is neoadjuvant chemotherapy or
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) followed by surgery (van Hagen et al, 2012)
or definitive CRT. However, oesophageal cancers have a high tendency
to invade adjacent organs, such as the trachea, lungs, heart, and aorta,

owing to the lack of serosa in the oesophagus (Rustgi and El-Serag,
2014). Clinical T4 oesophageal cancer is defined by tumours’ invasion
of adjacent organs. The patients with clinical T4 disease or M1 lymph
node (M1Lym) metastasis have not been considered for surgery,
because curative resection is thought to be unfeasible. Furthermore,
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there is concern regarding increase in major perioperative complica-
tions if oesophagectomy is performed after CRT (Stahl et al, 2005;
Bedenne et al, 2007). Therefore, definitive CRT without planned
oesophagectomy is currently considered standard treatment for locally
advanced unresectable oesophageal cancer (Ohtsu et al, 1999; Stahl
et al, 2013; Shinoda et al, 2015; NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in
Oncology, 2016). However, clinical T4 oesophageal cancer has still an
unfavourable prognosis even after CRT (Chak et al, 1995).

Docetaxel plus cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil (DCF) induction
chemotherapy (ICT) has been shown to elicit a good response and
improve outcomes in locally advanced oesophageal cancer. A phase 2
study suggested that preoperative DCF was well tolerated and had
highly promising antitumour activity as intensive neoadjuvant
chemotherapy in patients with locally advanced resectable oesophageal
cancer (Hara et al, 2013). Furthermore, a retrospective study using
cohorts with locally advanced oesophageal cancer with suspected
invasion to adjacent organs demonstrated that DCF regimen was
superior to CF regimen with regard to overall response, R0 resection
rate, and histological therapeutic effects (Yokota et al, 2011).

Therefore, our treatment strategy was to perform curative surgery
in patients who responded to ICT and experienced subsequent down-
staging, aiming at cure. Chemoselection was defined as an approach
to select patients who were eligible for curative surgery by using the
response to ICT. We designated such surgery as conversion surgery
(CS). This trial evaluated whether chemoselection with DCF-ICT and
subsequent CS is safe and has survival benefits for initially
unresectable locally advanced oesophageal cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients. Patients with histologically proven squamous cell,
adenosquamous, or basaloid carcinoma of the thoracic oesophagus
were eligible if they had any of the following conditions: clinical
T4 cancer, at least one unresectable metastatic regional lymph node
due to invasion into an adjacent organ, or computed tomographic
(CT) evidence of M1Lym, such as fixed supraclavicular nodes.
Regional lymph nodes were defined on the basis of criteria
specified by the seventh edition of the Union for International
Cancer Control TNM staging system (Sobin and Wittekind, 2009).
Other eligibility criteria were as follows: no prior chemotherapy
and/or RT for oesophageal or any other carcinoma, age 20–75
years, an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) perfor-
mance status (PS) of 0–1, and adequate organ functioning. Patients
with an oesophageal perforation, oesophageal fistula, tumour
bleeding, distant organ metastases, serious complications, severe
infection, or mental disorder, were excluded from the study.
Written informed consent was obtained from all patients prior to
enrollment. The study was approved by the institutional review
board at each site. This study was registered with the UMIN Clinic
Trials Registry (http://www.umin.ac.jp/ctr/), identification number
UMIN000011089.

Overview of protocol treatment. Protocol therapy started with
three cycles of DCF-ICT. If CT scan after the first or second cycle
of DCF detected progressive disease (PD), the subsequent cycle was
not permitted and switched to CRT. If curative resection was
considered possible on CT scan review after the third cycle of DCF,
the patient was scheduled for CS. If not resectable, definitive CRT
was administered. Tumour was re-evaluated at 30–40Gy during
CRT. If resectable, irradiation was administered up to 40Gy and
switched to CS. If still unresectable, additional CRT with a total
irradiation dose of 60Gy was performed. If the remaining tumour
was resectable after administration of 60Gy CRT, CS was
performed. Although resectability was judged by CT review, the
evaluation of primary lesion by oesophagoscopy was mandatory
before CS at any step (Figure 1).

Assessment of tumour. Oesophagoscopy and CT of the neck,
chest, and abdomen were carried out prior to the study.
Involvement of adjacent organs was determined by CT. Tumours
were considered to be clinical T4 if they extended into the lumen or
caused a deformity of the airway or if they were attached to the
aorta at a contact angle of 4901 in over three slices (Picus et al,
1983). Consultation with an institutional radiation oncologist was
mandatory before enrollment to confirm that definitive RT was
possible according to the protocol.

Response to DCF-ICT was evaluated according to Response
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 1.1. Primary tumour response
was evaluated by the modified criteria of the Japanese Society for
Esophageal Diseases (Japan Esophageal Society, 2009) and
categorised as complete response (CR), good partial response
(PR), stable disease, or PD. Endoscopic CR was defined as
disappearance of primary tumours without the presence of
ulceration or malignant cells in biopsy specimens. Endoscopic
good PR was defined as obvious morphological change, such as
reduction or flattening of tumour or elevated lesion around the
ulcer, along with healing of the ulcer floor. Clinical CR after CRT
was defined as endoscopic CR and the disappearance of all visible
lymph node metastases on CT imaging. An evaluation of clinical
CR had to be confirmed by reassessment on endoscopy and CT
X4 weeks later.

DCF-ICT. DCF-ICT regimen consisted of intravenous docetaxel
70mgm� 2 and cisplatin 70mgm� 2 on day 1 and a continuous
infusion of 5-fluorouracil 750mgm� 2 day� 1 for 5 days. This
regimen was repeated every 3 weeks until unacceptable toxicity,
patient refusal, or disease progression, up to a maximum of 3
cycles. Prophylactic use of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
was allowed, and prophylactic use of ciprofloxacin on days 5–15
was mandatory.

Surgical procedure and evaluation of histological therapeutic
effects. CS was performed within 8 weeks from the last
administration of DCF-ICT or CRT. All participating surgeons
were allowed to use any operative approach and technique, with
regard to thoracotomy or laparotomy, extent of lymphadenectomy,
resection margin, reconstruction methods, and other synchronous
surgery. To pursue surgical R0 resection, clinically positive lymph
nodes diagnosed at baseline, including supraclavicular fossa nodes,
were to be resected as much as possible. If tumour invade into
adjacent organ, the simultaneous resection of the adjacent organ is
optional according to the physicians’ discretion. Evaluations of
residual tumour (R), pathological curability, and histological
therapeutic effects were classified according to the guidelines for
clinical and pathological studies on carcinoma of the oesophagus
(Japan Esophageal Society, 2009). Evaluations of R were classified
as follows: R0: no residual tumour, R1: suspicious of residual
tumour or microscopic residual tumour, and R2: macroscopic
residual tumour. Evaluations of pathological curability were
classified as follows: CurA: pStage 0-III with R0 and the nodal
dissection area (pD) larger than the extent of nodal metastasis
(pN), CurC: pathological residual tumour, and CurB: neither CurA
nor CurC. Classification of the extent of lymph node dissection is
based on nodes completely dissected. If node dissection is
incomplete, the classification rank recorded is one grade lower.
Histological therapeutic effects were classified as follows: grade
3: complete disappearance of viable cancer cells in the tumour bed
(pathological CR); grade 2: disappearance of greater than two-
thirds of viable cancer cells; grade 1b: disappearance of less than
two-thirds but greater than one-thirds of viable cancer cells; and
grade 1a: disappearance of less than one-thirds of viable cancer
cells. The procedure after R1 or R2 resection was not provided by
the protocol, and any of postoperative treatment was permitted
according to the physicians’ discretion.
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Chemoradiotherapy. Chemotherapy consisted of 70mgm� 2

cisplatin given on days 1 and 29 combined with a continuous
infusion of 700mgm� 2 5-FU given on days 1–4 and 29–32.
Radiotherapy consisted of 60Gy with a daily dose of 2Gy and was
delivered with 6–10MV X-rays. Three-dimensional conformal
radiation therapy with a CT stimulator was used. Clinically positive
lymph nodes diagnosed at baseline, including supraclavicular fossa
nodes, were to be irradiated, even though they drastically reduced
in size by responding to DCF-ICT. Gross tumour volume (GTV)
was determined by pretreatment CT and oesophagoscopy. Clinical
target volume (CTV) included GTV with a craniocaudal margin of
2 cm at the primary site and with no margin in lymph node
metastases. The planning target volume was defined by adding
margins to the CTV at the discretion of the treating radiation
oncologists (typically 0.5–1 cm for lateral margins and 1–2 cm for
craniocaudal margins, depending on respiratory motion and
patient immobilisation technique). Because the target volume
was always large in very advanced oesophageal cancer, no
prophylactic irradiation of lymph node area was performed.

Assessment of adverse events. Haematological and nonhaemato-
logical toxicity were assessed according to the Common Terminol-
ogy Criteria of Adverse Events version 4.0, and the highest grade
occurring at any time during ICT was reported. Perioperative
complications were defined as those occurring from the time of
surgery to first discharge from hospital. Late complications after
surgery were defined as those occurring after the first discharge.
Late complications after CRT were defined as those occurring 491
days after the CRT initiation.

Statistical analysis. Case reporting forms for each patient were
collected from Clinical Data Management, Clinical Research Data
Center, National Cancer Center Hospital, Tokyo, Japan.

The primary end point was 1-year survival rate, and the
secondary end points were progression-free survival (PFS), overall
response rate in DCF-ICT, R0 resection rate, CR rate in CRT,
adverse events associated with DCF-ICT, surgery-related compli-
cations, treatment-related death, and late complications after CRT.

In JCOG 0303 trial, 1-year survival rate in the arm of standard
dose CF-RT was 55.9% (Shinoda et al, 2015). Therefore, we

assumed a null hypothesis with a 50% 1-year survival rate for our
treatment strategy and expected a 1-year survival rate of 65%. With
80% power and a one-sided type 1 error of 5%, the minimum
number of patients required to evaluate the primary end point was
47. Assuming a drop-out rate, we calculated the required total
sample size as 48 patients. PFS was calculated from the date of
registration to disease relapse or censored at last confirmation
of survival. Overall survival (OS) was determined from the date of
registration to the date of death from any causes or the last
confirmation of survival. OS and PFS were estimated by using the
Kaplan–Meier method, and curves were compared using a log-rank
test. We carried out all the analyses using R version 3.1.3
(The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Two-sided P-values o0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Patient characteristics. This trial was started in April 2013 and
closed in July 2014. A total of 48 patients were enrolled from 12
institutions in Japan. Baseline characteristics of all 48 patients are
listed in Table 1. Most patients were men (85%), and the median
age was 66 years (range, 47–74 years). All treated patients had an
ECOG PS of 0 or 1. Histopathological findings from biopsy
specimens of 47 patients (98%) indicated SCC. Forty-two of 48
patients (88%) were of T4b status.

Treatment profile. An accrual and treatment profile is shown in
Figure 1. After the first or second cycle of DCF, the subsequent
cycle of DCF was switched to CRT in four patients owing to PD.
Three patients did not receive the second cycle of DCF. Of these,
two patients received subsequent off-protocol CRT owing to
adverse events. One patient refused to continue subsequent
treatment, which was not related to adverse events. Two patients
did not receive the third cycle of DCF because of oesophageal
fistula formation.

After the third cycle of DCF, CS was performed in 18 patients.
Five patients discontinued protocol treatment after the third cycle
of DCF, even though curative resection was considered possible in
all these patients. Of these, four patients refused CS, including
three patients who received subsequent off-protocol CRT and one
patient who underwent off-protocol CS after changing his mind.
CS was not performed owing to unresectable findings on
exploratory thoracotomy in one patient. The remaining 16 patients
received subsequent CRT because curative resection was consid-
ered impossible.

One patient underwent CS after 40Gy of CRT. One patient
terminated CRT because of distant metastasis detected at re-
evaluation at 30–40Gy during CRT. Thus the remaining 18
patients completed 60Gy of CRT. One patient underwent CS for
residual disease after 60Gy of CRT. Overall, curative resection was
considered possible in 25 patients (52.1%), including 23 patients
after DCF, 1 patient after 40Gy of CRT, and 1 patient after 60Gy
of CRT. Twenty patients underwent CS as protocol treatment.

Efficacy outcomes. PR was observed in 15 patients treated with
DCF and no CR was observed, giving an overall response rate of
31.3%. By the subsequent treatment with CS, R0 resection was
achieved in 19 patients (Table 2). This suggests that an overall R0
resection rate is 39.6% (19 out of 48) and that R0 resection was
achieved in 95.0% of 20 patients who received on-protocol CS.
However, one patient who underwent CS after 60Gy of CRT was
pathologically proven to be R1 resection after surgery. Histo-
pathological CR (grade 3) was achieved in 4 out of 20 (20%) of
patients. Grade 2, 1b, and 1a responses were seen in 8 out of 20
(40%), 6 out of 20 (30%), and 2 out of 20 (10%) of patients,
respectively. Four of the 17 patients who completed 60Gy of CRT
without receiving CS (Figure 1) achieved clinical CR. Taken
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Exploratory thoracotomy (n=1)
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Figure 1. CONSORT flow diagram. *In all, 23.5% (4 out of 17) of
patients who were ineligible for CS achieved CR after completion of
CRT. CR¼ complete response; CRT¼ chemoradiotherapy;
CS¼ conversion surgery; DCF¼docetaxel plus cisplatin and
5-fluorouracil; RT¼ radiotherapy.
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together, 23 patients (47.9%) were successfully cured either by
R0 resection or CRT.

Survival. The median follow-up period in patients surviving
without death was 22.6 months (range, 1.1–33.5 months). It was
impossible to thoroughly follow-up one patient whose follow-up
period was 33 days because of refusal of subsequent treatment and
hospital transfer. The median OS for all patients was not reached.
A point estimate of 1-year survival rate was 67.9% and the lower
limit of 80% confidence interval was 59.7% (Figure 2A). The OS for
patients who underwent R0 resection was significantly longer than
those who did not undergo R0 resection (median survival time: not
reached vs 8.0 months, P¼ 0.003) (Supplementary Data S1). Of the
29 patients who did not undergo R0 resection, 16 patients died.
The cause of their death was all progression of cancer. Of these,
4 patients died of bleeding from a primary lesion within 11 months
after initiation of treatment. The median PFS for all patients was
17.6 months (Figure 2B).

Adverse events associated with DCF-ICT. Overall toxicities
during DCF-ICT are listed in Table 3. The major toxicities were
leukopenia and neutropenia. Despite antibiotic prophylaxis, febrile
neutropenia occurred in 11 (22.9%) patients. Common non-
haematological adverse events above grade 3 were anorexia
(25.0%), diarrhoea (10.4%), and nausea (4.2%). There were no
non-haematological adverse events of grade 4. Two patients
developed treatment-related oesophageal fistula. No treatment-
related deaths were observed during DCF-ICT.

Surgery-related complications. No intraoperative complications,
such as thrombus, adjacent organ injury, myocardial infarction,

and arrhythmia, were observed. Perioperative complications
included recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy (n¼ 8), pleural effusion
(n¼ 5), and lung infection (n¼ 3) (Table 4). Grade 3 was noted for
recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy, lung infection, wound infection,
pulmonary fistula, and dysphagia, all of which were manageable.
No grade 4 complications were observed. Late complications after
surgery included dysphagia (grade 1, n¼ 1; grade 2, n¼ 1), grade 2
pneumonitis (n¼ 1), and grade 3 anastomotic stricture (n¼ 1).
Overall, there was no mortality and no serious complications
related to surgery.

Adverse events associated with CRT. Toxicities that occurred
during CRT among the 18 treated patients are listed in
Supplementary Data S2. Grade 3 haematological toxicities included
leukopenia (n¼ 5, 27.8%), neutropenia (n¼ 1, 5.6%), and anaemia
(n¼ 2, 11.1%). Grade 3 non-haematological toxicities included
oesophagitis, dysphasia, anorexia, and nausea (n¼ 1 each).
A thromboembolic event occurred in 1 patient, which resolved
with conservative management. No oesophageal fistula occurred.
Late complications after CRT included pneumonitis (grade 1,
n¼ 4; grade 2, n¼ 1), grade 1 lung abscess (n¼ 1), grade 3
oesophagitis (n¼ 1), and grade 3 anorexia (n¼ 1). There was one
treatment-related death in a patient who received DCF-CF-
RT60Gy. The cause of death was respiratory bleeding 7 days after
the termination of CF-RT.

DISCUSSION

This study is the first prospective trial investigating the efficacy of
DCF-ICT aiming at down-staging and subsequent CS for initially
unresectable locally advanced oesophageal cancer. The results
revealed that an overall R0 resection was achieved in 39.6%, and a
point estimate of 1-year survival rate was 67.7% with the lower
limit of 80% confidence interval as 59.5%, which was higher than
the threshold of 50%, suggesting that this trial is statistically
positive. Furthermore, 1-year survival rate in this study was higher
than that in the arm of standard dose CF-RT in JCOG 0303 trial.
These results suggest that DCF-ICT is sufficiently powerful
preoperative treatment to result in high rate of curative resection
and 1-year survival even in patients with initially unresectable
clinical T4 oesophageal cancer.

In our protocol, CS was also permitted during or after
completion of definitive CRT, even if the tumour was not
converted to be curative after DCF-ICT. However, interestingly,
of the 20 patients who underwent oesophagectomy, 18 patients
(90%) underwent CS after completion of DCF-ICT, and the other 2
patients did so during and after CRT. This suggests that patients
who were able to undergo CS were mostly ‘chemo-selected’. On the
other hand, only 23.5% (4 out of 17) of patients who were ineligible

Table 1. Patient characteristics

Characteristics n %

Age (years) (median (range)) 66 (47–74)

Sex
Male 41 85
Female 7 15

Performance status (ECOG)
0 28 58
1 20 42

Histology
SCC 47 98
Basaloid carcinoma 1 2

Location of primary tumour in oesophagus
Upper 13 27
Middle 33 69
Lower 2 4

Macroscopic classification of primary lesion
1 5 10
2 29 60
3 12 25
0-IIb 1 2
0-IIaþ 0-IIc 1 2

Clinical TNMa

T3 5 10
T4a 1 2
T4b 42 88
N0 4 8
N1 12 25
N2 22 46
N3 10 21
M0 39 81
M1 9 19
Stage 3c 39 81
Stage 4 9 19

Abbreviations: ECOG¼Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; SCC¼ squamous cell

carcinoma; TNM¼Tumour, Node, Metastasis.
a
TNM were recorded in accordance with UICC seventh edition.

Table 2. Residual tumour and pathological curability (n¼20a)

Curability

Residual
tumour

Extent of
lymph node
dissection

Resection
margin CurA CurB CurC All

D1 PM0DM0 1 0 0 1

R0 D2 PM0DM0 2 1 0 3

D3 PM0DM0 12 2 0 14
PMXDM0 1 0 0 1

R1 D2 PM1DM0 0 0 1 1

Abbreviations: DM¼distal margin; PM¼proximal margin. Residual tumour was recorded in

accordance with the tenth edition of the Japanese Classification of Oesophageal Cancer.
a
Number of patients who received on-protocol conversion oesophagectomy.
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for CS achieved CR after completion of CRT. This may be because
chemo- or CRT-resistant population selected by DCF-ICT was
subsequently treated by CRT. However, it is noteworthy that 47.9%
(19 patients with R0 resection and 4 patients with clinical CR in all
23 out of the 48) of patients with unresectable oesophageal cancer
became free of disease using a tri-modality strategy with
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and surgery.

Furthermore, OS for patients who underwent R0 resection was
significantly longer than those who did not undergo R0 resection,
and all patients were alive for 41 year after the surgery
(Supplementary Data S1). This suggests that DCF chemoselection
may identify long-term survivors and contribute to overall
improvement of survival outcomes in locally advanced oesophageal
SCC. Several reports suggest that the addition of ICT to
locoregional treatment significantly reduces the risk of distant
metastases compared with locoregional treatment alone in patients
with SCC of head and neck (Pignon et al, 2009). Therefore, we also
expect that DCF-ICT could reduce the risk of distant metastases.
Further analyses of disease recurrence or distant metastasis
patterns are required by longer follow-up of survival.

It has been controversial whether curative surgery has a role as a
treatment modality performed after down-staging by CRT. Two
randomised trials comparing preoperative CRT followed by surgery
versus CRT alone have investigated the role of surgery in T3 and/or
T4 diseases (Stahl et al, 2005; Bedenne et al, 2007). However, no OS
benefit of adding surgery to CRT has been demonstrated.
Furthermore, a significantly higher operative mortality rate was
reported in both trials. For instance, CRT followed by surgery
significantly increased treatment-related mortality compared with
CRT alone (12.8% vs 3.5%, respectively; P¼ 0.03) in the study by
Stahl et al (2005). FFCD 9102 also reported that the 3-month
mortality rate was 9.3% in surgery group compared with 0.8% in CRT
alone group (P¼ 0.02). CRT adversely results in radiation-induced
fibrosis on thoracic tissue together with the effects on patient
performance status. These factors may be associated with increases in
major perioperative complications, such as anastomotic leak and
pulmonary events, leading to mortality after oesophagectomy (Markar
et al, 2014). Thus there remain concerns regarding the potential risks
of oesophagectomy after CRT.

However, dysphagia is the most common symptom among
patients with locally advanced oesophageal cancer undergoing CRT
alone. CRT-related mucosal injury can cause severe dysphagia
(Coia et al, 1995), which worsens quality of life despite the
achievement of a primary cure under organ preservation. To
relieve progressive oesophageal stricture, a large number of patients
undergoing CRT needs palliative procedures against dysphagia,
such as endoscopic dilatation or stent placement. Indeed, there was

Table 3. Adverse events associated with DCF-ICT (CTCAE ver 4.0)

Grade 1, n (%) Grade 2, n (%) Grade 3, n (%) Grade 4, n (%) All, n (%)

Anorexia 10 (20.8) 13 (27.1) 12 (25.0) 0 35 (72.9)

Fatigue 22 (45.8) 9 (18.8) 1 (2.1) 0 32 (66.7)

Nausea 19 (39.6) 10 (20.8) 2 (4.2) 0 31 (64.6)

Diarrhoea 5 (10.4) 9 (18.8) 5 (10.4) 0 19 (39.6)

Mucositis oral 12 (25.0) 6 (12.5) 0 0 18 (37.5)

Dysphagia 7 (14.6) 4 (8.3) 2 (4.2) 0 13 (27.1)

Febrile neutropenia — — 11 (22.9) 0 11 (22.9)

Vomiting 8 (16.7) 1 (2.1) 0 0 9 (18.8)

Oesophageal fistula 0 0 2 (4.2) 0 2 (4.2)

White blood cell decreased 4 (8.3) 14 (29.2) 15 (31.3) 5 (10.4) 38 (79.2)

Neutrophil count decreased 1 (2.1) 7 (14.6) 10 (20.8) 22 (45.8) 40 (83.3)

Anaemia 29 (60.4) 14 (29.2) 0 0 43 (89.6)

Platelet count decreased 12 (25.0) 1 (2.1) 0 1 (2.1) 14 (29.2)

Aspartate aminotransferase increased 17 (35.4) 0 0 0 17 (35.4)

Alanine aminotransferase increased 15 (31.3) 2 (4.2) 1 (2.1) 0 18 (37.5)

Creatinine increased 11 (22.9) 3 (6.3) 0 0 14 (29.2)

Hyponatremia 22 (45.8) 0 6 (12.5) 1 (2.1) 29 (60.4)

Abbreviations: CTCAE¼Common Terminology Criteria of Adverse Events; DCF-ICT¼docetaxel plus cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil induction chemotherapy.
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more frequent palliative procedures in patients treated by CRT
alone than in those treated by CRT followed by surgery in FFCD
9102 (Bedenne et al, 2007). This result suggests that dysphagia and
the ability for oral intake showed better improvement after
oesophagectomy (Bonnetain et al, 2006). Furthermore, fistula
formation and penetration into adjacent organs are caused by CRT
during or after the treatment and can be the cause of treatment-
related death. In JCOG 0303, oesophageal fistula associated with
CRT developed in 22% of the patients (Shinoda et al, 2015).
Therefore, our treatment protocol positioned DCF chemotherapy
as an upfront intensive modality without radiation for down-
staging, considering the safety of subsequent CS. In this study,
oesophageal fistula was observed in only two patients after
completion of DCF-ICT. Furthermore, because the DCF regimen
frequently induced neutropenia, good care should be taken about
myelotoxicity. However, the frequency of myelotoxicity and febrile
neutropenia were consistent with that in other studies (Posner
et al, 2007; Vermorken et al, 2007), and these were manageable
with prophylactic antibiotics. Importantly, no serious perioperative
and late complications were observed in patients who underwent
CS after DCF, suggesting that our treatment strategy is safe and
manageable.

The first limitation of this study is that short-term survival rate
was used as a primary end point. We expected that CS has a role in
raising the tail of the Kaplan–Meier survival curve by increasing
the number of long-term survivors. On the other hand, patients
who failed to achieve clinical CR have a trend towards early death,
owing to treatment-related death and PD. Therefore, we
hypothesised that 1-year survival may determine subsequent
long-term survival and be acceptable as a surrogacy for long
survival in this phase II trial. Furthermore, the recent cancer
treatment has been developed so rapidly that it is difficult to spend
much time and infrastructure on the phase II trials. The third
reason is that the primary end point used in JCOG 0303 trial, on
which this study is based, was 1-year survival rate. However, we are
currently following up the longer survival in all patients and
planning to analyse 3-year survival rate in the future.

The second limitation is the reliability of pretreatment clinical
diagnosis of T factor. Endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) was not
routinely performed to determine the depth of the primary tumour in
the diagnosis of T4 disease. However, to validate the accuracy of
clinical T diagnosis, a retrospective central review of imaging in all
patients enrolled is currently being performed by physicians blinded
to clinical data. Another criticism may be lack of the QOL assessment.
In future clinical trials, appropriate combined use of CT and EUS and
the QOL assessment should be outlined in the protocol.

In conclusion, chemoselection with DCF-ICT followed by CS
showed promising signs of tolerability and efficacy in patients with
locally advanced unresectable SCC of the thoracic oesophagus.
Based on the results of our phase II trial, JCOG are planning a
prospective randomised controlled trial to compare

chemoselection with DCF-ICT followed by CS versus CF-RT as a
standard treatment for locally advanced oesophageal cancers.
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